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Abstract
OHB-System, located in Bremen, Germany, is a mid-sized company mainly active in the fields of space, wireless
communication and environmental technology. This paper covers the OHB activities in the field of Earth
observation with small satellites. It describes the advanced technology approaches of the company in the low-cost
and user dedicated design and development of small satellites for earth science derived commercial oriented
Earth observation approaches. The paper gives an overview on the activities and long term strategy of OHBSystem concerning the development of Earth observation capabilities in Germany.

1 Introduction

v FOCUS – an intelligent infrared sensor system
for the autonomous detection of high-temperature
events like forest fires or vulcanos. FOCUS is
scheduled to be integrated on the International
Space Station during its early utilization phase
and the project is performed together with DLR
and ZEISS.

The Earth observation activities of OHB-System are
covering a broad spectrum of tasks and applications.
The Earth observation projects which are currently
performed by OHB are covering high resolution
multispectral
imaging,
spaceborne
LIDAR
applications and high-temperature event detection
with infrared sensors. These projects are being
performed jointly with partners who have
complementary experiences. The main projects are as
follows:

v UNISAT - a universal small satellite platform
which shall be dedicated to the needs of different
payloads, especially those for Earth observation
applications.

v DIAMANT - a small satellite system for high
resolution multispectral remote sensing, which is
specially designed to meet the specific requirements of today’s and tomorrow’s Earth
observation users by delivering images with a
high spatial, spectral and temporal resolution,
despite its small size and low cost. Each
DIAMANT satellite carries the advanced MSRS
sensor, which is able to deliver 12 spectral bands
in the VNIR spectral range with a spatial
resolution of 5 m. The development is a joint
German-Israeli co-operative project.

Within all these projects OHB-System is
responsible for the satellite platform, i.e. for the
implementation of the various advanced payloads on a
small satellite, for the launch, the operation aspects
and the corresponding ground segment. This mostly
requires the development of advanced, new
technologies and system engineering concepts, in
order to keep the system and cost restrictions of small
satellite missions, without significant losses of system
performance, as well as lower risk. In this
relationship, the launcher availability at OHB-System
is a major cost reduction issue in most of the projects.

v SBL - featuring the implementation of a lowpower and low-weight solid state Doppler
LIDAR on a small and dedicated satellite for
global wind field measurements on a daily basis.
The data gathered by SBL is of special
importance for both scientific and commercial
applications.

Additionally, OHB-System, together with the
project partners, is covering user, application and
marketing aspects right from the beginning of each
project. This is of special importance in order to
maintain the user dedication of the projects and to
achieve a maximum potential on the Earth observation
market, which is expected to grow in the future.
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2 Background
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In 1991 OHB-System initiated the company’s
commercial communication satellite program with the
aim to cover the future market of data collection and
distribution, associated with licenses for private
satellite operation and frequencies allocation.

* (including Airborne Data and
Value Added Retailers)
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As an offspring of this initiative the OHB daughter
company OHB-Teledata was funded in 1996. This
company performs very successfully telecommunication services with various customers, using the
SAFIR, ORBCOMM and INMARSAT satellites, as
well as GSM.
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FIG. 1: Satellite imagery market in 1997
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Similar to this successful approach on the
telecommunication sector, OHB-System initiated in
1995 the remote sensing activities on various
commercial promising remote sensing areas. Hereby
feasibility studies were performed and complementary
partners were addressed.

System Operator/Distributor Revenues
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In the following a deeper insight on the currently
running projects and the associated partners will be
given, starting from a short overview of the actual and
the projected Earth observation market.

* (including Airborne Data and
Value Added Retailers)
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FIG. 2: Expected market development for satellite
imagery

3 Market Status and Development
The market for satellite imagery data and products is
still expected to grow within the next years, even if
some setbacks within the last time (satellite losses and
project delays) have caused the first enthusiastic
expectations to become more conservative. The
Figures 1 and 2 are showing the actual status of the
market for satellite imagery and the expected future
market growth according to the last expectations.

4

Earth Observation Projects at
OHB-System

4.1 DIAMANT
As described, the market for remote sensing data and
products is expected to grow within the next years.
Beside to the actual trend toward systems offering
images with a very high spatial resolution, there is
also a growing demand for a high number of spectral
bands. The DIAMANT system [1] is specially
designed to provide earth images with both high
spatial and spectral resolution, together with good
radiometric sensitivity, despite its small size and low
cost.

The figures include on one hand the revenues of
the system operators/distributors for medium and high
resolution satellite imagery and, on the other hand, the
complete addressable market for such imagery. This
addressable market consists additionally of aerial
imagery, other data sources like SAR and specialised
applications and products which can be derived from
remote sensing imagery.
As can be seen in Figure 1 this addressable market
has already a world wide market potential of more
than 1 Bio. US$.

The DIAMANT satellites have more spectral
bands in the VNIR than sensors on most existing or
planned multi-spectral high resolution satellites and a
higher ground resolution than planned hyper-spectral
space sensors. The advanced MSRS (Multi Spectral
high Resolution System) sensor of the DIAMANT
satellites will be able to deliver 12 narrow bands with
a spatial resolution of about 5 m. By its slewing
capability the DIAMANT satellites will get the
important performance gain of short data delivery
times due to short target revisit cycles of 3 days can
be established, being particularly important for the
monitoring of dynamic processes.

Figure 2 gives an indication of the expected
market growth in the future. For the year 2004 the
world wide satellite imagery sales are expected to be
more than 700 Mio. US$ and the total addressable
market will even grow to more than 3 Bio. US$ world
wide.
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of the environment. For the last 25 years, since the
launch of the first Landsat satellite, all operational
spaceborne systems have a limited number of broad
bands sensors. Operational observation systems and
those, which are expected to become so in the near
future, are aimed towards high (20m to 5m) and very
high spatial resolution (5m to 1m). The spectral
characteristics of the most common state-of the-art
and planned future VIS/NIR sensors are depicted in
Figure 4, together with the characteristics of the
DIAMANT sensor.

The final goal of the DIAMANT project is to
establish an adaptive, end-user oriented infrastructure
for spaceborne commercial Earth observation. On this
final level the operational scenario will consist of a
fleet of small dedicated remote sensing satellites and
an advanced, corresponding ground segment. This
final operational scenario of DIAMANT is displayed
in Figure 3.
The VIS/NIR regions of the electromagnetic
spectrum are important for detecting different spectral
features on the ground and in the atmosphere. These
are used for better understanding of the physical,
biological, and chemical status and dynamic processes

DIAMANT
Remote Sensing
Satellite

Commercial applications:
-

agricultural and vegetational monitoring
monitoring of ecological changes and phenomena
ocean and water quality measurement
coastal region monitoring and surveillance
land use monitoring and mapping
hazard warning and damage assessment

existing w
orld w
ide
G/S
ne
t

Products:
- Raw image data (on request)
- Path oriented / precision geocoded data
- Special products: - stereo pairs

Product & Mission
Management
Center

- value added

User
User

MSRS/Leitprojekt/..../Diamant System Overview 1a.DSF

User

FIG. 3: DIAMANT objectives and operational scenario
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FIG. 4: Spectral bands of spaceborne multi spectral sensors
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science disciplines, the subtle spectral features mostly
occur over a relatively narrow range so they are not
adequately measurable by the broad band sensors of
the current satellite systems.

The figure shows the specific capabilities of the
DIAMANT Sensor compared with the other ones
displayed, because it places the emphasis on both the
high spectral resolution and the multi-spectral
component of earth observation. We do believe that
there is a considerable need for narrow and discrete
spectral bands. The spectral product from such a
system can be interpreted and analyzed in more
quantitative way. As shown by different examples
from the botany, oceanography, and atmospheric

The following two Figures 5 and 6 are giving an
overview of the technical and operational
specifications of the DIAMANT system consisting of
the advanced MSRS sensor and the dedicated small
satellite platform.

• Mass: < 70 kg

Signal Processing Unit
(SPU)

• Power consumption: 130 W peak

Data
Transmitter

• Volume: 35cm x 60cm x 60 cm
(flexible)
• On-board calibration
• 12 spectral bands VIS / NIR
X-Band
Antenna

• 10 Bit per pixel
• Data rate: 4 x 300 Mbit/s peak
• Scene size: 26 km x 40 km up to
26 km x 400km

Camera + EFPA

• Digital size: 4.992 Mbit
• Compression optional
• On-board storage: ≥ 48 Gbit
(scaleable)

Payload Control Computer (PCC)
and Power Supply (PU)
Solid State Recorder
(SSR)

• Scene rate: > 140 Scenes /day
• Downlink: 100/150 Mbit/s
• Low Data Rate optional

FIG. 5: MSRS Sensor components and specifications
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• Mass: < 200kg (incl. sensor)
• Volume: < 1m x 1m x 1m (incl. sensor)
• Slewing capability: ± 30°, off-track / in-track
• Target error: <10% of 30 km = 3 km
(≡ 0.26°)

<200kg

• Stability: <2 pixel per scene (≡ 3.2 arcsec)
after 6s
• Altitude: 670 km, circular
• Inclination: 98.1°, sunsynchronous
• Equator crossing: about 11:30, descending
node
• Revisit cycle: ≤ 3 days, above ±27° latitude
(one satellite)

m
0m
71

FIG. 6: DIAMANT satellite platform characteristics and operational specifications
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way to map the three dimensional wind field around
the globe. The SBL system will be a valuable
contribution to the current remote sensing market as it
will offer an operational wind sounder LIDAR
capable of being launched on a small satellite.

The Ground Segment of the DIAMANT system is
designed to fulfill the operational concept and the
commercial user requirements concerning the
provision, the quality and the continuity of the
requested observation data. The ground segment will
mainly consist of the following elements:

The observation of our environment from space
provides the ability to monitor and to better
understand the Earth/Atmosphere system at the
global, regional and local scale. The combination of
ranging capability and short wavelength makes optical
LIDAR ideally suited for the detection and profiling
of clouds and aerosol layers, cloud motion velocity,
sea height level changes and height changes of the
icebergs. The data to be obtained will provide
accurate detailed information for better understanding
of atmospheric dynamics. Thus, this project will
contribute greatly to our knowledge of our
environment and will be useful in the protection and
preservation of our environment.

• Satellite and Payload Control Station for the
control of the space segment in respect to the
operational concept.
• Data Receiving Station(s) including one or several
ground station for the reception and the preprocessing of the DIAMANT data. The usage of
existing ground station networks is envisaged in
order to ensure compatibility and cost effectivity
together with fast data provision.
• Data Processing and Evaluation Elements
including those elements necessary for the postprocessing and value-adding of the DIAMANT
data.

A Doppler LIDAR such as SBL transmits a pulse
of laser light into the earth’s atmosphere and analyzes
the backscattered signal to recover the Doppler shift
caused by the movement of particles in various air
layers. The advantage of a Doppler LIDAR over
similar Radar systems is the shorter wavelength of the
laser signal. The LIDAR system is therefore capable
to detect much smaller particles, e.g. cloud particles
and aerosols, which are moving at the speed of the
wind. The altitude and the depth of the layers
measured are derived by the timing of the
backscattered pulse measurement, and the position is
determined by the sensor location.

The products provided within the final Earth
observation scenario are images on various levels of
procession:
• Level 1: Raw data (available on request for
special customers),
• Level 2: Standard path oriented data,
• Level 3: Precision geocoded data,
• Level 4: Special products: Stereo pairs,
• Level 5: Value-added products: natural color
satellite image maps.
Level 1 and 2 can be processed automatically, even
with the computer equipment of a mobile ground
station. Level 3 to 5 are value added services for
which high speed communication links for quick data
delivery times will be established.

The output of a spaceborne wind sounding
LIDAR will be a global 3D wind field, with an
extension and accuracy currently not available by
existing means. SBL will perform wind
measurements, each representing a 100 km x 100 km
x 250 m volume, and with an accuracy of about 1 m/s
(system baseline). The 3D wind field maps of SBL
will be made available with an updated version on a
daily basis (every 24 hours maximum delivery rate).

The technical feasibility of a dedicated small Earth
observation satellite has already been proven in a
completed Phase A study (DAVID) and the economic
viability of a scenario of one or more satellites have
been considered. Currently, the advanced elements of
the multi-spectral sensor MSRS are under
development, funded by the EU.

A spaceborne wind sounder LIDAR system
mounted on a dedicated satellite will have a number
of
important
uses
and
applications
in
Earth/Atmospheric observation which are not
addressed by other state-of-the-art imaging systems.
The data of SBL can be used for the following
specific applications:

The German (GAF, OHB-System) and Israeli
(ELOP) companies involved in the DIAMANT
project are highly experienced in the design and
construction of space systems, and are actively
involved in the parameter definition and image
product distribution aspects of the system.

• better understanding of the world climate and the
prediction of possible climate changes,
• increased accuracy of weather forecasts,
• better early warning of nature disasters resulting in
the saving of human lives,
• better operational planning of the global air traffic
resulting in fuel and cost savings,
• improved safety within the global air traffic.

4.2 SBL
The main objectives of SBL (SpaceBorne LIDAR) [2]
are the global measurement of wind profile velocities,
by measuring its Doppler shifted reflection from the
various atmospheric layers. This represents a unique
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The specific advantages of SBL over other
proposed LIDARs include the following innovative
features of the SBL payload:

Based on these applications the SBL output would be
of great value to users such as:
• climate research and weather forecasting agencies,
• governments/regional authorities and research
organizations, e.g. responsible for monitoring of
pollution,
• commercial airlines.

•
•
•

The potential economic benefits of a spaceborne
wind sounding LIDAR have be estimated based on the
fact that such a system will be able to improve the
knowledge of the global wind field. One estimation
has been carried out within a study performed by the
US
National
Oceanic
and
Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) in the year 1995. The study
concludes that the tangible economic benefits of a
spaceborne wind sounding LIDAR would be about
200-300 Mio. US$ per year within a 20 year period of
system operation, just taking into account the
potential impacts on the American economy.

•

•

•

Despite the existing need and the proven market
potential of a wind sounder LIDAR, there is currently
no constant monitoring from space. This is mainly due
to the lack of maturity of various essential
technologies and due to the problems and the time
consuming development needed to manufacture test
and deploy a spaceborne laser system for long term
operation. The presented SBL program takes
advantages of recent advances in military diode
pumped solid state lasers, including conductive
cooling, rigid and light optomechanical design and the
use of eye safe energy density. This innovative
technology enables to design and deploy such a laser
module, which advantages SBL over other proposed
spaceborne LIDAR systems especially in respect to
life time, weight, power consumption and cooling
methods.

Telescope
Type

Table 1 below summarizes the parameters of the
SBL payload.
The SBL payload will be accommodated on a
dedicated small satellite. The satellite will be placed
on a near polar circular orbit for a complete and
frequent scanning of the atmosphere. The orbit of the
satellite will be a low earth orbit (450 – 900 km). The
exact altitude is not yet defined. In order to get the
complete and frequent observation of the atmosphere,
the SBL satellite will perform a conical scan method.
Based on the advanced technology of the SBL
laser module combined with a dedicated operational
concept, the SBL system will be able to fulfil the
application and user requirements concerning the
provision, the quality and the continuity of the
requested wind profile data.

Overall System
Ritchey-Chretien (mirrors)

Transmitter
Type of Laser

The SBL diode pumped solid state laser
module is based on technology, already
developed and approved for military uses.
This laser technology allows long laser life
time in space (3 years expected lifetime).
The current design provides the needed eye
safe energy density, to ensure no eye damage.
The low weight (80 kg) and the low power
consumption due to high efficiency allow the
use of a small satellite platform
configuration.
The featured conductively cooled laser
design is of major importance, as the use of
cooling liquids is very complicated in small
space platforms.
In the proposed program the scanning is
performed by the rotating platform, no extra
scanner is used.

Weight (central elements)

80 kg

Power Requirement

250 – 450 W

Pulse Energy

Diode pumped solid state, Dimensions
Nd:YAG
(Telescope – Receiver)
app. 200- 400 mJ
Data Rate

Pulse Duration
Repetition rate

app. 20 nsec
up to 10-20 Hz

app. 60 -100 cm ∅

app. 50 Mbit/orbit (S-band
is sufficient for downlink)
Expected Horizontal Resolution 100 km
Expected Accuracy
1-3 m/s
Lifetime
> 3 years

TABLE 1: Parameters of the SBL payload
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principal reason preventing an operational utilisation
of the currently available satellite data for fire
detection & monitoring is the absence of:

4.3 FOCUS
FOCUS [3] is an intelligent infrared sensor system
for the detection of High Temperature Events (HTEs),
such as vegetation fires or vulcanos. FOCUS is
scheduled to be integrated on the International Space
Station (ISS) during its early utilisation phase.
FOCUS is a scientific and technological demonstrator
/ precursor of an operational fire observation system
and is proposed to be implemented on the early
externally mounted European payloads of the
International Space Station (ISS).

• satellite sensors which are optimized for this task
(with co-registration of spectral bands VIS, MIR
& TIR, spatial resolution and very high dynamic
radiometric range),
• satellite platforms with required small revisit
times, and
• near-time data processing and information delivery
capability.
From new and dedicated space-borne sensors the
global change research and disaster management
community expects quantitative measurements of
parameters like exact location (accuracy better
than 0.5 km, 50-100 m resolution for local and a few
hundred meters resolution for global observations),
surface extent, and intensity of fire events, the
frequency of their occurrence, and associated aerosol
and trace gas emissions.

The Main Objectives of the FOCUS Mission are:
• Reliable autonomous on-board detection and
analysis of High Temperature Events (HTE)
due to:
Simultaneous co-registration of a combination of
Infrared (IR) and Visible (VIS) channels, and
Sophisticated and high performance on-board
processing and thematic data reduction.

A dedicated spaceborne High Temperature
Environmental Disaster Recognition System has to be
developed beginning with a pre-operational
experiment. Therefore the Intelligent Infrared Sensor
System FOCUS - proposed as an external payload of
the International Space Station - should be the
prototype of an Environmental Disaster Recognition
Satellite System.

• Generation of new IR data products and
Assessment of ecological consequences of HTE
based on:
Sophisticated IR spectrometric & multi-spectral
imaging DATA FUSION, and Geophysical
parameter extraction for selected HTE and their
emissions
• Near real-time
referencing and
terminals.

HTE-cluster
transmission

data geoto ground

Point of departure for the FOCUS project has been
the FIRES (Fire Recognition System for Small
Satellites) Phase A Study, initiated by DLR-Berlin
and performed together with OHB-System. Starting
from this FIRES study, DLR and OHB proposed
FOCUS as a new approach to the design of
autonomous satellite remote sensing systems.

HTEs cause very often environmental disasters.
Such HTEs are forest and savannah fires, fires of open
coal mines, volcanic activities and others (e.g. fires of
oil wells, pipelines, etc.). Besides regional problems
such as deforestation and regional climatic changes,
there are big global consequences (e.g. greenhouse
effect, cloud generation, global climate) and unsolved
global problems (global carbon cycle) which cannot
be monitored with the existing space- and airborne
sensors. These high temperature events have an
important impact on the destruction of (primary)
vegetation (connected with problems of erosion), on
global and regional climatology and atmospheric
pollution, on the reduction of the number of species
living on Earth (biodiversity), and last not least
directly on human lives.

Based on DLR own experimental work and
supported
by
an
international
team
of
Co-Investigators, DLR and OHB proposed in 1997 to
use the ISS as a platform and test-bed (demonstration
of technology and utilisation aspects) for the
Intelligent Infrared Sensor prototype FOCUS. FOCUS
is considered by ESA as an important mission
combining a number of proven technologies and
observation techniques to provide the scientific and
operational user community with key data for the
classification and monitoring of forest fires. FOCUS
was selected as one of five "Groupings" to be flown
as an external mounted payload during the ISS early
utilisation phase.

Satellite
fire
detection
and
monitoring
observations are currently in an experimental or preoperational phase and directed to the development and
testing of fire detection and analysis algorithms. The
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FIG. 7: FOCUS mission overview

The on-board real time autonomous hot spot
detection is one of the main objectives of the FOCUS
experiment on ISS. A FOCUS Fore Field Sensor
(FFS) and a real-time processor are considered to
achieve this challenging goal.

The simultaneous co-registration of a combination
of Infrared (IR) and visible (VIS) channels is the key
for a reliable autonomous on-board detection of the
HTEs on Earth surface. Furthermore there are
ecology-oriented objectives of the FOCUS experiment
mainly related to spectro-metric / imaging remote
inspection and parameter extraction of selected HTEs,
and to the assessment of some ecological
consequences of HTEs, such as aerosol and gas
emission.

An autonomous fire detection algorithm has been
successfully developed, simulated and computer
tested during the FOCUS Phase A Study in 1999. It
includes
the outlined hot spot detection tests,
auxiliary operations (data correction and coregistration, geo-referencing and adaptation of the
algorithm parameters using the navigational data) as
well as selection of a target for detailed observations
by the Main Sensor. Its feasibility for implementation
on available space-qualified processors has been
demonstrated.

The FOCUS sensor will consist of a wide-angle
fore-field sensor (FFS) for autonomous hot spot
detection, a main sensor (MS) for detailed observation
and analysis of selected high temperature phenomena
(including its pollutant gas and smoke exhausts) and a
sensor brain for the classification, parameter
determination and geo-coding of the fire data to be
transmitted (with a low data rate and near real-time) to
a world-wide user community. Figure 7 gives an
overview of the mission scenario and the technical
specifications of the FOCUS project.

The following Figures 8 is giving an overview of
the technical specifications of the FOCUS system
consisting of the advanced IR sensors, on-board data
processing and the ISS interfacing elements.
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•

•

•

Mass:
- Instrument
- System Layer
- total

160 kg (incl. P/L D/H)
34 kg (PCU & PDU)
216 kg (incl. 10% margin)
(< 227 kg max.)

Power:
- Operation
- Stay Alive
- Stand-by
- Peak

310-760 W (incl. heating w.c.)
110 W
300 W
880 W (incl. 10% margin)
(< 950 W max.)

Data:
- Generated
- Vol. per NMC
- Dump Rate
- User Link

56 Mbit/s (90 Mbit/s w.c.)
24 Gbit (52 Gbit w.c.)
0,5 Mbit/s (3,4 Mbit/s w.c.)
≥10 kbit/s (UHF or S-Band)

FIG. 8: FOCUS technical specification
The FOCUS project is ESA and DLR funded and
performed by OHB-System (industrial prime), DLR
and ZEISS.

Both BIRD and FOCUS
will provide new
geophysical relevant Fire Data Prototype Products
(FPDP) of wildfires and other HTEs, such as volcanic
activities and coal seam fires. Figure 9 lists some of
the new fire data products from FOCUS.

Active vegetation fires
temperature, area, and
geolocation

ESA and NASA consider FOCUS as a cooperative Payload of the International Space Station.

Active volcanoes
temperature and hot area

•
•

Pre-selected regions
Area and geo-location of fire
scars
vegetation indices

Plumes
•
temperature and humidity profiles
•
spatial distribution of gas / smoke
•
composition of fire and volcano gases
•
combustion efficiency parameters
•
fire classification
•
aerosol information

FIG. 9: FOCUS Fire Data Products
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• Survey of actual and planned Earth observation
systems and their planned market coverage,
• Survey of the market and detailed
identification of applications and user
requirements,
• Usage of advanced, low power and low weight
sensor technology designed and/or adapted
with respect to the identified user and
application requirements,
• Fast implementation on a dedicated satellite
platform by using
− proven spacecraft platform concepts,
− existing and space-qualified components
(BREMSAT, SAFIR, IRIS),
− lean management approaches and effective
engineering already featured within other
projects,
• Establishment of a user dedicated operational
profile.

4.4 UNISAT
Parallel to the development of a sensor system for
multi-spectral high resolution imagery, which is
currently performed at OHB-System (see DIAMANT
project), OHB has initiated the investigation and
development of a small UNIversal SATellite platform
(UNISAT). The UNISAT platform development is a
joint German-Russian co-operative project.
The objective of the UNISAT project is the
development of a small, commercial and multipurpose
satellite platform especially for the growing earth
observation market demands. The system is designed
to fulfil the requirements of various instruments and
payloads, and of a broad future market for user
dedicated small satellite systems.
Existing space-qualified sub-systems will be used
or adapted for this system, combined with new
satellite technologies, to achieve the low cost and high
performance goals. The two principal companies
involved, OHB-System and NPP VNIIEM in Russia
are both experienced in the design and construction of
space systems, some of which have already been
successfully launched.

This system development approach allows to
implement and operate the complete system with a
integrated team and tight schedule, which is
synonymous with flexibility, fast reaction with regard
to user demands and cost effectivity.
Additionally, the availability of an affordable
launcher via Cosmos International (an OHB
company) is one of the key elements to enable low
total costs of each mission.

5 Conclusions
Similar to the successful activities on the
telecommunication sector, OHB-System has initiated
several Earth observation activities and projects
within the last years. In comparison to the
telecommunication market, the market for Earth
observation systems, products and services is not yet
mature and still in a progress of development.
However, according to actual market studies the Earth
observation market is expected to grow within the
next years.
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Based on these expectations, the Earth observation
projects of OHB, which are dedicated to address the
future market for satellite imagery, do have a high
commercial potential. In order to achieve this
envisaged commercial potential the major steps of the
different system development approaches are:
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